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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN VENUS' FREE OBLIQUITY AND ITS CMB OBLATENESS; 
C. F. Yoder, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,Cal Tech,Pasadena,CA 91 109. 

The most striking feature of Venus rotational state is its slow retrograde rotation which 
is apparently maintained by a balance between solid tidal friction and thermal tidal torques[l]. 
Solid tides tend to drive the spin toward sychronous rotation while thermal tides drive it 
away. A balance is achieved at a specific rate because of the inverse frequency dependence of 
the thermal tide[2] to the semi-diurnal heating. Atmospheric models have been constructed to 
estimate the thermal tidal torque[3,4] based on ground heating. The solid friction dissipation 
factor Q=50 can be deduced assuming rotation has achieved steady state. The most 
perplexing feature of Venus orientation is its non-zero free obliquity ~=1.5" relative to its 
orbit[4]. Although solid tides and perhaps atmospheric tides tend to increase the free obliquity 
on a time 1/K, =4QCa303/(3k,n2~,,~3) = l x l ~ ~ ~ r ,  viscous friction(CME) at a core-mantle 
boundary(CMB) resulting from the differential angular orientation AE of the core and mantle 
spin axes should have damped the free obliquity on a time scale as short as lo6 yr[5,6].0ne 
means of achieving a balance similar to that controlling rotation is to introduce a 
comparatively large CMB ellipticity e, =(Cc-Ac)/Cc=(%-c,)/a, to reduce AE such that there is 
a balance between solid-thermal tides and CMF. The balance depends not so much on the 
potential frequency dependence of the tides as on the quadratic dependence of CMF on A& if 
the layer is turbulent. 

The CMF torque acting on the fluid core is &( o-w,). For turbulent CMB friction[7], 
I find K, is logarithmically dependent on core viscosity v, and 

Generally, these equations must be solved by iteration. The value for Kc is near ~ X I O - ~ A E  lo1 
for the expected core parameters. 

The dynamical model describing the response of the core spin m, in the space-fixed 
frame is 

where D=dldt and o, =-e, o is the unperturbed, free core nutation(FCN) frequency. The 
mantle pole variable y=s i l l~  e-rp-i$ depends on both the obliquity and the orientation angle $ 
of the equator on the invariable plane. 

The whole body dynamical equation appropriate for slow precessional motion is[8] 

where P=sinI exp-ii2 describes the slowly changing orbit orientation, oo=-1.5eo n2/o is the 
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unperturbed precession 
a=Cc /C is the ratio of 
contribution( b2 .5) .  

rate of the free obliquity, e,=J2(MR2/C) is the dynamic ellipticity, 
moments of inertia and &= hK, is the combined solid-thermal tide 

The precession frequency associated with the free obliquity is real if &,=( o, / oc )'&. Now 
K, is proportional to A& and from the core equation we find A& =(o, / oC)&. The resulting 
value for ec is ( adopting Q=50, a=0.1, kinematic viscosity v=0.1 cm' Isec ), 

This is to be compared with Earth's non-hydrostatic CMB ellipticity=1.2x104 [9]. One 
possible explanation for this large core ec is that Venus lower mantle boundary layer (i.e. 
equivalent D" layer) is either much thinner or stiffer or even absent. In any case, this large ec 
must be matched with a large and negative density anomaly within the lower mantle to 
contrabalance the contribution of ec to the external J, gravity coefficient. 
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